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BRINGING

CARE

Our aim is to deliver quality service to professionals, who are ready to change their careers. We would

We would like to meet you to discuss your professional background, your achievements that you are pr

Licensed Engineers

Our client, an international construction consultancy with activities
Civil,
and
Structural,
projects along
Electrical,
the coast
Mechanic
of Mont

You will:

Work on large scale projects (residential, hotel, resort) along the coast of Montenegro;

Within your respective area of expertise, ensure the site works are delivered in desired time and quality

Effectively coordinate subcontractors to the project, inspecting the quality of works and ensuring that m
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Ensure the safety on site, introduce and promote safety to subcontractors and all persons on site, maki

Regularly participate in the construction progress meetings, know the phase of all works in comparison

Regularly inform the project team on the planned actions and progress of construction works.

In order to succeed, you fulfil the following criteria:

Degree qualified Engineer;

License issued by Montenegrin Chamber of Civil Engineers is a must (Serbian, Bosnian and Croatian

Prior work experience as a leading engineer, site manager, or project manager;

Prior experience on international development projects is a strong asset;

Very good working knowledge of English and Montenegrin/Serbian languages;

High quality standards, commitment and flexibility;

Interest to learn and grow, and to constantly improve knowledge of quality standards that lead to the d

We offer:
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A role within a highly recognised international consultant;

A unique opportunity to be a part of some of the biggest projects in the country;

An opportunity to learn and train according to highest international standards;

A possibility to grow;

If you meet the requirements mentioned above and you are not afraid of challenges, we will be pleased

Please send us your updated CV with contact details to:

jobs@connectu.me

We are a HR Centre of Expertise originating from Scotland, and with presence in the region of South-E
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